1. Going on an Adventure  
(words & music by Jenny & David Heitler-Klevans, © 1998)  
*We wrote this song for the 1998 PA summer reading theme, about the adventures on which reading can take you.*

(Chorus:)  
I’m going on an adventure  
to a faraway, fantastical place  
I can go anywhere and do anything  
I can travel through time and through space - oh, yeah  
‘cause a book can take me anyplace

I followed on the heels of a rabbit  
falling through a hole in the ground.  
A magical, mystical world was there  
Where the Queen and Mad Hatter were found.  
I grew so tall and shrunk so small  
with Alice as my faithful guide.  
The Cheshire Cat, he made me laugh  
so hard that I almost cried.

(Chorus)

I took a ride on a magic school bus  
which turned into a spotted frog.  
A heron almost carried us away  
but we hopped onto a log.  
Suddenly I went back in time  
to when dinosaurs ruled the land.  
Allosaurus and Triceratops  
walked heavy on the sand.

(Chorus)

The Cat in the Hat came to my place.  
He flew ‘round the house at such speed.  
He turned things around and upside down.  
What a great adventure to read.  
He made a big mess, but he cleaned it up.  
I tell you he’s a really cool cat.  
We had lots of fun and when he was done  
he gave me this incredible hat.

(Chorus - with “we/us”)